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Greetings, sports fans! 

Welcome to issue number four of spork!, 

the only zine dedicated to the world’s 

greatest sport: blood bowl.

WELCOME TO                  

Issue 04

With most teams having played three matches 

now, the SHAT season is firing on all 

cylinders: the Bashful Binfires extend their 

lead after a decisive victory over the Nuln 

City Ironclads, with the Synth Valley 

Renegades and Crownwell Corpse Grinders in 

hot pursuit. It’s also hotting up in the locker 

rooms as well, with a number of key players 

having improved their skills: most recently, 

The Doof (Synth Valley Renegades) has Mighty 

Blow, Stephilda Allansdottir (Thorsá Blood 

Eagles) has Block and Achillobator (Terrible 

Lizards) has gained Multiple Block.

Wardancer Thessath (Bashful Binfires; 155k) 

leads Jonathon "Dolo" Diaby (Cromwell Corpse 

Grinders; 145k) as the highest-valued player 

in the league, whilst Big Bite (Pride of 

Southampton) is the King of the Big Guys at a 

cost of 170k gold. Meanwhile, on the scoring 

charts, Jean-Jacques François Jacques Jean 

(Cromwell Corpse Grinders) is top scorer with 

three touchdowns, ahead of Fudd Dunker (Synth 

Valley Renegades) and Trotholgo (Bashful 

Binfires) with two touchdowns apiece.

Good luck to all teams during the next round 

of fixtures on Sunday 21 April 2024: until 

next time, merry blitzing!

- Viola Scuttlebutt (Editor)
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4 Reportage

In a shocking turn of events at the Blood Bowl 

championship, fans of the Khorne team erupted into 

chaos, leaving a trail of destruction in their 

wake. Eyewitnesses reported scenes of violence 

and carnage as enthusiasts of chaos clashed with 

supporters, stadium security, and even players 

themselves. Chants of "Blood for the Blood God!" 
echoed throughout the stadium, sending shivers 

down the spines of onlookers.

"It was like a war zone," said one terrified 

spectator. "I've never seen anything like it.

DISPATCHES

They were smashing everything in sight, screaming an' laughing like madmen. Crazy!“ 

Despite efforts to contain the chaos, authorities struggled to regain control as the 

situation escalated out of hand. In the end, the championship match was cancelled 

due to safety concerns, leaving both fans and players disappointed and shaken by the 

day's events. Many have called for stricter measures to be put in place to prevent 

such incidents from happening again in the future.

Meanwhile, at the recent playoff match between the Goblin 

Greenbacks and the Skaven Slayers, fans were treated to 

more than just thrilling plays on the pitch — they were 

also treated to a culinary catastrophe courtesy of a 

mischievous Goblin hot dog seller.

Known locally as "Gnarly Gob," the Goblin in question had 

set up his makeshift hot dog stand near the stadium 

entrance, luring hungry fans with promises of savoury 

sausages and fiery condiments. Little did they know that 

Gnarly Gob’s hot dogs were anything but ordinary: 

eyewitnesses described the chaotic scene that unfolded as 

unsuspecting customers bit into their hot dogs, only to 

discover that they were filled with bizarre and 

unexpected ingredients: squirming maggots, crunchy

cockroaches and rotten squigs. "It was disgusting," said one fan. "I took one bite and 
nearly gagged. I'll never trust a hot dog again."

As word of the hot dog havoc spread throughout the stadium, angry fans demanded 

refunds and called for Gnarly Gob to be banned from future matches. Stadium security 

was forced to intervene to calm the crowd and remove the offending vendor from the 

premises. Whilst the antics may have caused a stir, it proved once again that 

anything can happen at a Blood Bowl match; especially when Goblins are involved.

Letters from our front line correspondent, Irina Schickendantz

Irinayours ,
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bruise

world

of

the

Special 

colour 

edition

THE SEASON SO FAR
Well, we've had a cracking few matches of this season already, so we thought 

we'd bring you a view from the grandstand of the action so far. Behold! This 

special colour pictograph supplement features fully panchromatic snapshots 

from the South Hampshire Association Tournament games that we haven't been 

able to feature in SPORK! until now.

The Cabal Vision cameras have been present on the sidelines to capture all 

the thrills of spills of blood 'n' balls. So: sit back, grab a warm mug of 

Bugman's XXXXXX and enjoy some unseen shots from the SHAT carnage that's 

taken place so far...

from the makers of



(clockwise from top-left) ...; Pride of Southampton vs. Synth Valley Renegades (03 Feb 2024); ...; Bashful 

Binfires vs. Thorsá Blood Eagles [03 Feb 2024); Nuln City Ironclads vs. Synth Valley Renegades (09 Mar 

2024); the SHAT Arena (09 Mar 2024).

(previous page) Pride of Southampton vs. Synth Valley Renegades (03 Feb 2024); Nuln City Ironclads vs. 

Synth Valley Renegades (09 Mar 2024); (overleaf) the SHAT Arena (17 Mar 2024).
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Talking

Tactics

When defending at the start of a drive, there are two basic approaches that 

you can adopt when it comes to setting up on the Line of Scrimmage (LoS). You 

can either put some serious muscle there, or drop off some sacrificial garbage. 

In both cases they are going to be at significant risk of getting hit by the 

attacking team, so you need to decide what approach to take. Thankfully, 

Cedric “Bruiser” Panhandle is here to help.

For the (minimum of) three players 

which must stand on the LoS, placing 

them in a tight, side-by-side formation 

will limit how many opponents can 

immediately block them or provide an 

assist, but leaves them bunched-up and 

potentially easily surrounded. Placing 

them wider apart (2-3 spaces) means 

that more players can gang up on each 

one individually, but leaves the 

opposition more spread out after the 

initial “punch” and potentially easier 

to shut down afterwards.

with bruiser

For any player not on the LoS, it is recommended to position them at least three 

squares back if possible: this will help mitigate any blitzes made by the 

opposition on their offensive turn and minimise the risk of undue pain. Keeping 

valuable players (and/or heavy-hitters) at least three spaces back will help 

ensure they are still standing after the initial punch and free to react or move to 

where they are needed on the counter-turn. In the wide zones, players should stand 

at least two spaces from the sideline: depending on the opposition’s tactics, they 

could be at risk of being punted into the crowd and having A Bad TimeTM.

If you are starting the drive down on players, a sensible tactic may be to employ 

an asymmetric setup and use this as bait to encourage the opponent down a 

particular direction: attempting to cover all lanes may find you outnumbered and 

easily split. However, if you outnumber or outmuscle your opponent, you may be 

able to be aggressive and create a beefy wall which discourages the attacking 

team from making progress: they will still get to make the first punch, but you 

may be able to limit the number of assists they get and maintain the upper hand.

SCRIMMAGE
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Match report
Bashful Binfires  2 – 1  Nuln City FC

07/04/2024

Bashfires Make it three wins from three 

against an underpowered nobility line

With a considerable CTV discrepancy and a 

heavy contingent of Journeymen, the 

Ironclads took loan of Grombrindal from 

prospective SHAT team The Thunder 

Mountain Vulcans; hoping that the White 

Dwarf’s expertise would aid in putting up a 

worthy fight against a superior opposition. 

The Binfires, meanwhile, were cooking on 

timber after two wins on the trot and 

confident of a third against a wounded 

Nobility.

The Wood Elf team came blitzing out of the 

blocks after scuffed kick by Detlef von 

Sturm; within three blistering turns,

theBinfires’ Catcher had evaded the Ironclads’ desperate defensive measures and 

walked the ball over the endzone to take the match to an early 1-0 lead. On the 

restart, Thrower Detlef von Sturm scooped up the ball for Nuln City, and a tumble 

by Elf wardancer Thessath led to a turnover and a break up the right-hand lane by 

the Ironclad frontline. An equalising touchdown looked briefly plausible in the 

final few moments of the first half, until a Noble Blitzer fumbled the ball and a 

valiant Wardancer performed some heroic gymnastics to swipe the ball away from 

danger, chased by two Noble Blitzers and a Bodyguard.

A company of ironclad blitzers 

stampedes towards the binfires’ endzone 

Match REPORTER: viola scuttlebutt

A Binfires wardancer leaves a wake of 

nobility destruction behind them

The second half proceeded much like the 

first: on their own drive, the Ironclads 

were sacked of the ball early doors and 

couldn’t halt Binfires Lineman Syne from 

trotting over the endzone to take the match 

to 2-0. However, the Irons were not 

completely down and out, and recovered on 

the restart to form a Blitzer cage around 

the reclaimed ball - the unit marched up 

the pitch, flinging Elves left and right, 

until Albrecht Panzerblitzen saw a door 

opening to sprint to the endzone and score. 

With too little time remaining to effect 

another scoring opportunity for either 

side, the Wood Elves played catching 

practice for the remainder of the game; one 

which was a lot tighter and more frantic 

than the scoreline might suggest.
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Match report
Corpse Grinders  2 – 0  Blood Eagles

11/04/2024

Double trouble for the norse as 

they succumb to the necromantics

Match REPORTER: Laura Mohr

The norsemen clash with the undead in centre field

The Blood Eagles kicked to open the 

match and the ball was quickly 

gathered by Jean-Jacques François 

Jacques Jean (“JJ Frankie JJ”) and 

the Corpse Grinders’ offence formed 

up on the right flank. The Norse put 

up a robust defence, but some good 

tilly from The Jims resulted in an 

early knockout, giving the Undead 

the numbers advantage. Play stood 

locked in the centre field, pitching 

and wheeling across the centre line, 

but, eventually, the Blood Eagles’ 

defence cracked open wide enough 

for Frankie to sneak through. Jared

“Shoresy” Shore kept things tied up and the centre field, meaning that JJ Frankie 

JJ only required assistance from Diaby and Hitchcock to open the scoring for the 

Corpse Grinders.

The second half saw the knocked-out Blood Eagles returning to the field whilst a 

Jim remained in the dugout for the Necromantics. An early line break from 

Hitchcock dispossessed the Norse in a dangerous position: the ball was loose in the 

ruck in the centre field, but the Blood Eagles continued their rampage, scattering 

players left and right. The chaos of the ruck led to some bungling as the ball 

bounced around the melee until luck smiled once again on JJ Frankie JJ - the ball 

stood up plum and he answered the call. The Ghoul and ball escaped from the back of 

the pack and the Norsemen could not reform their defence and the runner sailed 

across the line for a second time.

After the restart, the Blood Eagles finally 

entered the opposition half in an 

aggressive cage. But time in the half was 

short, and the Corpse Grinders held back the 

advance long enough to hear the whistle and 

secure their victory. The Norse team left 

the stadium disappointed, with a scoreline 

which did not do their performance justice, 

but they simply could not keep up with the 

golden boots of JJ Frankie JJ: the haul of 

two touchdowns makes him the league’s top 

scorer, even though the Corpse Grinders 

still have a game in hand.The two teams’ coaches look on from above
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With a third win from three games, the bashful Binfires have all but 

secured their place in the play-Offs – but the race is on to see which of 

the following pack of teams will join them in the top two by the 

season’s end. Meanwhile, with the bottom three yet to play each other, 

it’s still up for grabs as to who can escape the bottom of the table – a 

single win could propel them up the leaderboard!

DAALOT (bashful binfires)
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League table key:

PTSs league Points

P matches played

W wins

D draws

L losses

TDFf Touchdowns for

TDA touchdowns against

CAS Casualties inflicted “Talking Tactics” – Scrimmage adapted from https://fumbbl.com/

“Dispatches from Afar” written with the aid of ChatGPT
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